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AIR WALKER Aw1501

Function: Hip and ankle joints, strengthen the flexibility of 
muscles group and enhance the cardiopulmonary function. 

Instruction: Holds the handle with hands, step on the two 
footboards, move two legs back and forth simultaneously 
and continuously. 

Specifications: 
Main pipe Dia-127mm  Thickness-4.5mm 
Base plate Dia-215mm Thickness-10mm 
Powder coating 

SIZE: 1300*X610*X1350*mm 

SIT UP BENCH Sb1502 

HIP SHAPER Hs1503

Function: Strengthen the abdominal muscles. 

Instruction: Lie down on the camber and hook the feel at 
the rung put the hands behind the head. Use abdominal 
muscles to sit up and return to original position. Repeat the 
movement 

Specifications: 
Main pipe Dia-127mm  Thickness-3mm 
Base plate Dia-215mm  Thickness-10mm
Powder coating 

SIZE: 1600*X1065*X580*mm 

Function: Activate and strengthen the waist joints, enhance 
the cardiopulmonary function. 

Instructions: Step on the footboard, hold the two handles, 
utilized the strength of waist to move the legs like a 
pendulum. 

Specifications: 
Main pipe Dia-127mm Thickness-4.5mm 
Base plate Dia-215mm Thickness-10mm
Powder coating 

SIZE: 915*X1165*X1345*mm 
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HORSE RIDER Hr1504 

Function: Active body joints & strength the flexibility of the 
muscles group & the cardiopulmonary function. 

Instruction: Sit and holds the two handles, put the feet onto 
footboards, utilized own weight to pull and stretch on legs 
and then return to sit position repeat the cycle.
 
Specifications: 
Main pipe Dia-127mm Thickness-3mm 
Base plate Dia-215mm Thickness-10mm. 
Powder coating 

SIZE: 1090*X560*X1065*mm 

DUAL SKIER Ds1505 

ARM WHEEL Aw1506 

Function: Activate upper and lower limbs and waist joints; 
strengthen the flexibility of the muscles group and the 
cardiopulmonary function. 

Instruction: Hold the two handles and step on the two 
footboards, push and pull the handles repeatedly with the 
feet simulating sliding. 

Specifications: 
Main pipe Dia-127mm  Thickness-4.5mm 
Base plate Dia-215mm   Thickness-10mm. 
Powder coating 

SIZE: 1545*X660*X1700*mm 

Function: Train wrist, elbows shoulders, and waist, and 
enhance their flexibility and the cardiopulmonary function.
 
Instruction: Use one hand to grasp and one handle of the 
wheels and tum the wheels clockwise or anti clockwise then 
change hand and repeat the movement. Or grasp the handle 
of a wheels at the same time and tum the body continuously. 

Specifications: 
Main pipe Dia-127mm., Thickness-3mm 
Base plate Dia-215mm.,  Thickness-10mm. 
Powder coating 

SIZE: 875*X635*X1740*mm 
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TRIPLE TWISTER Tt1507 

Function: Train waist joints and enhances their flexibility 
and the cardiopulmonary function. 

Instruction: Hold the handrail with both hands (distance 
between hands same as distance between shoulders) and 
stand on turn-disc, lean upper body forward slightly and 
twist the lower body clockwise and anticlockwise.
 
Specifications: 

Main pipe Dia-127mm.,   Thickness-3mm 

Base plate Dia-215mm.,   Thickness-10mm. 

Powder coating 

SIZE: 1775*X1775*X1475*mm 

PULL DOWN Pd1508

POWER PUSH Pp1509 

Function: Enhance the muscles strength of upper limbs, 
chest and the back. 

Instruction: Sit on the seat planed with facing inward or 
outward, hold the pull down the handles, hold a moment 
and the return slowly to original position. Repeat the 
cycle. 

Specifications: 

Main pipe Dia-127mm  Thickness-3mm 

Base plate Dia-215mm  Thickness-10mm 

Powder coating 

SIZE: 2110*X890*2085*mm 

Function: Enhance the muscles strength of upper limbs 
and the back. 

Instruction: Sit on the sit plank, hold and push the handle, 
hold a moment and the return slowly to original position. 
Repeat the cycle.
 
Specifications: 
Main pipe Dia-127mm  Thickness-3mm 
Base plate Dia-215mm  Thickness-10mm
Powder coating 

SIZE: 1830*X735*X2060* 
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STRETCHING WHEEL Sw1510

Function: Train the wrists, elbows and shoulders joints; 
strengthen flexibility of the muscles group and the 
cardiopulmonary function. 

Instructions: Hold the handle with both hand and turn the 
two wheels in the same or di�erent directions 
simultaneously. 

Specifications: 
Main pipe Dia-127mm.  Thickness-3mm 
Base plate Dia-215mm  Thickness-10mm
Powder coating 

SIZE: 1420*X1140*X1780*mm 

ROWER HAND RH1511

LEG PRESS Lp1512 

Function: Enhance the muscles strength of upper & lower 
limbs, chest and abdomen. 

Instructions: Sit steadily on seat plak tread on footrest, and 
pull the handles like rowing a boat. 

Specifications: 
Main pipe Dia-127mm  Thickness-3mm 
Base plate Dia-215mm  Thickness-10mm.
Powder coating 

SIZE: 1475*X860*X1065*mm 

Function: Train waist, abdomen joints and lower body, 
enhance their flexibility, leg power and cardiopulmonary 
function. 

Instructions: Sit on the seat plank tread onto the 
footboards and stretch the legs, hold a moment at the max 
stretch then release the stretch slowly. Repeat the actions. 

Specifications: 
Main pipe Dia-127mm  Thickness-3mm 
Base plate Dia-215mm  Thickness-10mm
Powder coating 

SIZE: 2185*X460*X1700*mm 
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PARALLEL BARS Pb1513

Function: Enhance the muscles strength of upper limbs, 
shoulders, chest and the back.

Instructions: With both hands grip tightly on the horizontal 
bar, lift the body up and down. 

Specifications: 
Main pipe Dia-127mm  Thickness-3mm 
Base plate Dia-215mm  Thickness-10mm
Powder coating 

SIZE: 1780*X710*X1470*mm 

CROSS TRAINER Ct1514

STEPPER TWISTER St1515 

Function: Activate upper and lower limbs and waist joints, 
strengthen the flexibility of the muscles group and the 
cardiopulmonary function. 

Instructions: Hold the two handles and step on the two foot 
boards, push and pull the handles repeatedly with the feet 
simulating sliding. 

Specifications: 
Main pipe Dia-127mm  Thickness-3mm 
Base plate Dia-215mm.  Thickness-10mm
Powder coating 

Function: Stepper: The stepper provides an e�ective 
cardiovascular exercise. It helps to strengthen muscles of 
calves and thighs, and to improve coordination and 
Flexibility of joints. Waist Twister: This apparatus is beneficial 
to the muscle groups of waist And back while rotating 

Instructions: Stepper: Hold the handle with both hands 
while standing on the pedals, Then step up and down 
repeatedly. Waist Twister: Hold the black handles with both 
hands while keeping your feet steadily on the rotating disc. 
Then, move your waist from left to right and right to left 
repeatedly. 

Specifications: 
Main pipe Dia-127mm  Thickness-3mm 
Base plate Dia-215mm  Thickness-10mm
Powder coating 
SIZE: 1140*X865*X1575*mm 
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PULL UP Pu1516 

Function: Enhance the muscle strength of upper limbs 
and the back. 

Instruction: Grasp the handrails, lift up body and return to 
original position slowly. Repeat the movement.
 
Specifications: 
Main pipe Dia-127mm  Thickness-3mm 
Base plate Dia-215mm   Thickness-10mm. 
Powder coating 

Size: 609 *X 1397 *X 2222*mm

CHIN UP/DIPS/PULL UP Cp1517 

OUTER CYCLE Oc1518

Function: Enhance the muscle power and function of the 
upper limbs(biceps and triceps), back muscle, and 
pectoral muscle.
 
Instruction: Chin/pullup: Using the top rod, hold the 
handle rails with both hands and pull your body up using 
the back and bicep muscle, head close to the handle bar 
to perform one rep. Use closer grip for biceps and wider 
grips for back. Dip: To work the chest and tricep muscles, 
use the lower handle rails and hang vertically while holding 
the bars from sides and palms facing down. Stay in the 
same position and lower your body till the shoulder level 
and push yourself up using the chest and the tricep 
muscle. Lean forward to put emphasis on the chest. Stay 
upright to put emphasis on the tricep. Repeat 8-10 times 
for 3 sets. 

Function: Enhance cardiovascular health and motion of 
the legs.  

Instruction: Sit upright on the chair and hold the handle 
bars in front. Using your legs, spin the pedals provided for 
a cardio movement. 

Specifications : 
Main pipe Dia-127mm  Thickness-3mm 
Base plate Dia-215mm   Thickness-10mm
Powder coating 

Size: 1143*X553*X1295*mm 
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LEG LIFTER Ll1519 

Leg extension/ leg curl Function: Work muscles in the 
legs(quadriceps and hamstring) 

Instruction: 
Extension: To perform leg extensions, sit upright on the 
chair and hold the side rails. Fix both the foot under the foot 
rails provided in the front. Lift the foot rails and extend till 
the leg is parallel to the ground. 

Curl: To perform a hamstring curl, stand in between the 
chair and the foot rail facing the chair. Hold the handle rail. 
Now using the backside of the ankle, lift the foot pedal, one 
leg at a time. Repeat 8-10 times for 3 sets. 

Specifications : 
Main pipe Dia-127mm  Thickness-3mm 
Base plate Dia-215mm.  Thickness-10mm
Powder coating 

Size:736*X838*X1168*mm 

TRIPLE TWISTER SITTING TS1520 

BACK STRETCHING Bs1522

MONKEY BAR 4 POL Mb1521 

ELLLIPTICAL DOUBLE Ed1523
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AIR WALKER LEG PRESS ARM WHEEL 3IN1 Al1528

SURFING BOARD Sb1527

PULL UP LEG PRESS HIP SHAPER SITTING tWISTER 4IN1 Ph1529 

PULL UP BAR 4 POLE Pb1524 DOUBLE TWISTER SITTING STANDING Ts1525

AIR WALKER DOUBLE Ad1526
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FOUNDATION PIPE 




